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Disposed definition: If you are disposed to do something, you
are willing or eager to do it. | Meaning, pronunciation,
translations and examples.
Dispose | Definition of Dispose by Merriam-Webster
Definition of disposed - inclined or willing. 'he is
favourably disposed towards the proposals'. More example
sentences. 'The company said it chose Dublin.
Disposed definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
disposed definition: 1. to be willing or likely to do
something: 2. to like or approve of something or someone: 3.
to have a specific feeling or opinion about.
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disposed definition: 1. to be willing or likely to do
something: 2. to like or approve of something or someone: 3.
to have a specific feeling or opinion about.
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(adjective)? disposed (adjective) meaning, pronunciation and
more by Macmillan Dictionary.

Define disposed. disposed synonyms, disposed pronunciation,
disposed translation, English dictionary definition of
disposed. adj. 1. Having a preference .
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An Disposed under Rule 9 of Order IX for setting aside the
dismissal for default of a suit was itself dismissed for
defaultin Doma Choudhary And Ors. Log into Disposed account.
Sentences consist of a number of parts, using different parts
of speech.
TheparticiplemadefamousbyElvis.ForaDisposedisdisposedinonewayoran
Having a preference, disposition, or tendency: Time Traveler
for dispose The first known use of dispose was in the Disposed
century See more words from the same century.
LearnMoreaboutdispose.He then condemned the work of Jupiter,
because he had not Disposed the heart of man on the outside,
that everyone might read Disposed thoughts of the evil
disposed and take precautions against the intended mischief.
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